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USING WOOD 
 

� Wood w

� Reduced or eliminated fossil fuel costs

� Tried and tested technology

� Full support, back up and training packages available

� Suitable for Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) payments

Ashwell Biomass the UK's original biomass specialists with over 100 years experience of solid fuel handling 

their expertise to develop a wood waste to energy solution.

The wood waste to energy solution enables 

to use this as fuel for a proven biomass boiler and feed system 

oil).  Minimizing disposal costs and generating Renewable Heat I

How it works 

Ashwell Biomass will work with you to assess whether the 

ensure it becomes suitable.  This can be by means of preliminary on

of a ceramic filtration system.  The boiler is sized to take in to account the volume 

The system is very easily connected/integrated in to your existing heating system

your existing fossil fuel bills.  The system can run solely on 

for those sites that have a heating requirement larger than the amount of waste 

Contact Ashwell Biomass to find out more and to 

 

                            www.ashwellbiomass.com                                 
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WOOD WASTE AS A RENEWABLE ENERGY

Wood waste disposal costs are minimized 

Reduced or eliminated fossil fuel costs 

Tried and tested technology 

Full support, back up and training packages available 

uitable for Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) payments 

the UK's original biomass specialists with over 100 years experience of solid fuel handling 

waste to energy solution. 

solution enables companies that produce or have access to quantities of wood 

use this as fuel for a proven biomass boiler and feed system which generates heat and hot water (or steam/thermal 

Minimizing disposal costs and generating Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) income. 

    

Ashwell Biomass will work with you to assess whether the wood waste material is suitable

ensure it becomes suitable.  This can be by means of preliminary on-site sorting, excess dust extraction or the inclusion 

The boiler is sized to take in to account the volume of waste 

is very easily connected/integrated in to your existing heating system thus vastly reducing or eliminating 

The system can run solely on chipped wood waste or on standard 

for those sites that have a heating requirement larger than the amount of waste wood generated.

find out more and to see how you can benefit. 
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RENEWABLE ENERGY 

the UK's original biomass specialists with over 100 years experience of solid fuel handling have used 

companies that produce or have access to quantities of wood waste material 

which generates heat and hot water (or steam/thermal 

 

is suitable, or advise ways to help 

site sorting, excess dust extraction or the inclusion 

of waste wood and heat demand. 

thus vastly reducing or eliminating 

standard specification wood chip 

generated. 

 


